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**Websites**

**www.apraxia-kids.org**

Apraxia-Kids home page: This website has a comprehensive and vast collection of high-quality articles related to all aspects of CAS. Appropriate for professionals and for parents. This website and companion initiatives are a program of The Childhood Apraxia of Speech Association and produced with the support of The Hendrix Foundation. Key areas on the website include:

- the Family Place with a Start Guide for parents of children who have been newly diagnosed (Spanish translation available)
- the Professional Place with an Overview Guide to what is currently known about CAS for the SLP
- the Apraxia Library, which is an e-mail discussion group (list-serv)
- message board for parents and message board for professionals
- online store

**www.asha.org**

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) home page